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Identification and Characterization of a Human DNA Double-Strand Break

Repair Complex

David J. Chen* and Robert B. Cary (LS-6)

Abstract

We have used atomic r’orce rmcroscopy (MM) to characterize the assembly

and structure of the macromolecular assemblies involved in DNA repair.

We have demonstrated using MM that the DNA-dependent protein kinase

can play a structural role in the repair of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBS)

by physically hoidlng DNA ends together. We have extended these studies

to include other D\.4 damage response proteins. these efforts have resulted

in important and no~e i findings regarding the ATM protein. Specifically,

our work has uc monstrated. for the first time. that the ATM protein binds

with specific~ [> [o J DYA end. This finding is the first to implicate the ATM

protein in the detection of DNA damage by directphysical interaction with

DSBS.

Background and Research Objectives

The continued study or celluiar response to DNA damage has revealed many

proteins involved in the response/repair of DNA damage, but the assignment of specific

functions to many of these proteins has proven elusive. The AIM is uniquely suited to

investigate these type of biological questions and provides a means by which

macromolecular interactions can be visualized under native conditions. By empioying

AFM we are able to visualize the interactions of several of the DNA repair proteins with

DNA and other proteins. Our studies intend to provide a better understanding of the

structure, function and dynamics of protein-DNA complexes formed by DNA damage

response proteins.
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Importance to LANL’s Science and Technology Base and National R&l) Needs

In the study of DNA repair proteins AFM is useful for the analysis of DNA-protein

interactions. DNA confirmational changes. and structural studies of large proteins or multi-

protein assemblies. AFM represents state-of-the-an technology and has been utilized to

obtain strucn.md and functional information about the DNA-PK enzyme. (Cary, et al. 1997;

Chiu. et al 1998). The capabilities of AFM are not limited to the study of DNA repair

proteins, or biological systems. but can rapidly be applied to any number of systems

requiring microscopic examination. The simplicity of sample preparation, sub molecular

resolution, and rapidity of data collection makes the atomic force microscope a powerful

and versatile instrument with applications in many biological and non-biological systems.

Scientific Approach and Accomplishments

The atomic force microscope is a high resolution technique with several advantages

over more traditional macroscopic approaches. With the ability to image unstained and

uncoated protein-nut ie]c acid complexes in air. aqueous buffers or organic solvents, the

AFM is uniquely suited tor biological studies and provides a means by which

macromolecular interact] ons can be visualized under native conditions. The application of

AFM to current quest]ons in DNA repair biology has proven a powerful means to

investigate the function of DNA repair proteins. We have demonstrated with AFM that the

DNA-dependent protein kinase can play a structural role in the repair of DNA double-strand

breaks (DSBS) by physically holding DNA ends together. Presumably, this behavior aids

in the correct covalent repair of the DSB by tethering the broken ends until covalent repair

can be accomplished (Cm-y. et al. 1997; Figure 1). These studies suggest that this protein

may be responsible for assuring correct rejoining of the broken chromosomes that result

from exposure to ionizing radiation. Thus, our studies have revealed important clues to the

functional role of DNA-PK in mammalian DNA repair. The studies of DNA repair protein

interaction with DNA have been expanded to include other DNA damage response proteins

and more complex DNA based substrates. These studies have resulted in important and

novel findings regarding the ATM protein, the protein defective in patients suffering from

the disease known as ataxia-telangiectasia, a condition characterized in part by increased

sensitivity to ionizing radiation and a predisposition to cancer. This work has

demonstrated, for the first time, that the ATM protein binds directly to DNA. Moreover,

our ability to directly visualize the protein in association with DNA using AFM has allowed

us to conclude that the ATM protein binds with specificity to the DNA end. This finding IS

the first to implicate the ATM protein in the detection of DNA damage by direct physical

interaction with DSBS. These studies have revealed important properties of the DNA-PK
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and ATM proteins and demonstrate that the AFM will provide an indispensable tool for the

characterization of the macromolecular complexes irwoived in DNA repair.
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Figure

Figure 1. DNA-PK assembles on the ends of DNA. AFM studies demonstrate

that the end-bound DNA-PK complexes (white arrows) can self-associate to

hold the ends of DNA molecules together (black arrows).
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